An explicit spline representation of smooth free-form surfaces is combined with a hierarchy of meshes to form the basis of an interactive sculpting environment. The environment offers localized hierarchical modeling at different levels of detail, direct surface manipulation, change of connectivity for extrusion and to form holes and bridges, and built-in tangent continuity across the surface where wanted. The free-form surface is represented and can be exported either in NURBS form or as cubic triangular Bézier patches.
Motivation, results and prior work
Conventional modeling systems require precise specification of final features, e.g., distance in datum planes, positioning of control vertices with respect to one another, etc. Besides requiring a certain mindset not always compatible with creative, exploratory design, this is modeling at the highest level of refinement: a change in the overall shape of the model entails modifying all detail, however small, associated with the area of change. Not only is this time-consuming, but repeated detail work puts an undue strain on creative, exploratory design. Parameterized modeling, which allows initially precisely instantiated specifications to be varied, has been used in commercial solid modeling systems. A complementary paradigm that supports changes at different levels in the design £ gonzalez@acm.org Ý jorg@cise.ufl.edu Þ Supported by NSF National Young Investigator award history is hierarchical refinement. Levels express the designer's intent by encoding the structure and dependence of geometric features. Several recent modeling environments are based on hierarchical modeling [10, 7, 21, 13] .
Localized-hierarchy Surface Splines (LeSS) extend this modeling paradigm by combining localized mesh hierarchies with the ability to change topology by adding a handle or punching a hole. LeSS automatically maintains tangent continuity across the surface where wanted and defines the surface in standard form either as bicubic NURBS or cubic triangular Bézier patches. Non-standard properties of LeSS are:
1. The surface is represented explicitly in piecewise polynomial or spline form, and not as surface patches offset from ancestor surfaces. Finer-level patches replace coarse-level patches. Changes are propagated from coarse to fine inside an underlying mesh hierarchy: fragments (pieces with boundary) of finer meshes are represented as offsets in local coordinate frames of coarser meshes. This has several implications:
The evaluation of the spline patches does not require traversal of the hierarchy and is numerically stable.
Explicit bounding boxes and convex hulls for the surface are directly available and the moments of the enclosed object can be efficiently computed.
The influence of changing coarser levels is transmitted by local reevaluation of the mesh hierarchy.
Local topology changes are possible because there is no direct 1-1 correspondence of the coarse to the finer-level surface.
2. LeSS is based on a strictly localized hierarchy: the default position of a finer level mesh fragment before local editing is determined by local averaging rules that depend only on those coarser-level nodes from which the mesh nodes of the fragment are offset and not on adjacent mesh or patch information. This simplifies the data structures since no searches for neighbors at different levels of refinement are necessary. Repeatedly-refined patches can be placed directly next to unrefined patches. (Since the surface representation is explicit, the resolution of 'crack problems' where refined and unrefined patches meet can be delegated to the spline display routine.)
3. The representation is homogeneous: control structures everywhere, even across levels, look the same. Together with locality this homogeneity allows connecting arbitrary submeshes. This is useful since not all parts of a complex object must enter a strict dependence relation with all other parts -the designer's choice of dependence can be only local and later decisions, say to join parts or create a hole (Figure 9 ), are not prevented by a rigid, global hierarchy. 
(a) (b) Figure 1 : (a) Mesh with property È. The 9-point submesh with components É, Ë , and Õ defines four triangular patches in (b). To the right, the Bézier net and the Bézier coefficients Ð of one triangular patch are shown enlarged. The four triangular patches can alternatively be represented as one linearly-trimmed bicubic NURBS patch. Panels (e) and (f) show a globally refined mesh and the associated surface. In panel (c) just a fragment (piece) of the refined mesh is superimposed as a local offset and in (d) the associated, refined surface is seen replacing the coarser section of the surface. When modeling detail, the interior nodes of the refined mesh fragment are moved via direct surface manipulation (see Figure 6 ).
Prior work
Forsey and Bartels' Hierarchical B-Splines [10, 1, 9, 4 ] pioneered local refinement of smooth surfaces for computer-based geometric design. A model is locally refined by offsetting with a refined tensor-product B-spline basis; additional interior control points yield degrees of freedom at the refined level. Kraft [14] recently exhibited a basis of the refined space. The tensor-product Bspline basis does not address the problem of smoothly joining more or less than four patches at a mesh point. To extend the arrangement of patches to configurations other than the checkerboard while preserving smooth transitions, geometrically continuous bicubic spline complexes [18, 8] and generalized subdivision algorithms [6, 3, 16, 20] have been used as the underlying surface representation.
Multiresolution hierarchies [7, 21] extend the offset paradigm by making the update almost orthogonal or by distributing updates among coarser and finer levels with intermittent smoothing. For meshes without subdivision connectivity, i.e., where not every generic vertex is surrounded by six triangles, Kobbelt et al. [13] build a localized hierarchy of triangulations from a given triangulation by local mesh simplification, using smoothing as a simplification criterion.
Re-approximation of free-form, organic objects from dense triangle meshes can also be based on the industry standard NURBS representation [15] . -splines [12] provide smooth surfaces for arbitrary patch layout within the spline paradigm. A particular Gspline representation is Surface Splines [18] (not to be confused with an archaic name for thin plate splines). ½ -Surface Splines combine the ability to locally model smooth free-form surfaces with an explicit, least degree polynomial and NURBS representation. The surface representation comes with a shape and bounding box guarantee confining the surface to the local convex hull of the control mesh, i.e., predicting all points on the surface as a convex combination of the mesh nodes 'close by'. LeSS is based on ½ -Surface Splines.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 shows that certain polyhedral meshes define, by local averaging, smooth surface pieces that form a tangent continuous surface quilt. Both the mesh and the surface pieces can be refined by subdivision (Section 3). Since both refinement and conversion of the mesh to a surface piece are local operations, one can retain fragments (pieces) of the refined meshes as offsets of the coarse meshes. Section 4 describes how the hierarchy of fragments is maintained and converted into a quilt of quadrilateral surface pieces. Section 5 puts the hierarchical mesh and surface representation to work to modify the surface geometrically and topologically.
Special Meshes and surface quads
The surface representation of LeSS is based on a special class of meshes such that averaging of local mesh nodes defines smooth quadrilateral surface pieces, called quads in the following. Quads consist of low degree polynomial or NURBS patches and join automatically to form a smooth surface. Section 2.4 shows how arbitrary meshes are converted into special meshes.
Mesh with property È
A mesh is a set of nodes connected by line segments. Since È is a projection, property (c) can be enforced by applying È to the vertices of a non-planar facet (see Section 2.4 for the details). Property (c) implies that all facets with more than four vertices are planar and pass through the facet centroid
If a facet has only three vertices it is automatically planar and if Ò a plane through Ë is defined by the two lines that connect midpoints of opposite edges of the facet even if, as will generally be the case, the facet is not planar. Section 2.3 shows that facet centroids lie on the surface derived from the mesh. In fact, each centroid is a point where Ò quadrilateral surface pieces (quads) meet tangent to the centroid's facet. If all vertices of a facet lie on a line or point, the facet is called collapsed and the associated surface can be non-smooth. We collapse facets in our system to model creases and sharp points (Section 5.3, Figure 10 ). Each quad is a spline piece. Below we describe the spline as four cubic triangular patches in Bernstein-Bézier form. This representation is advantageous for a user wanting full control over graphics and geometry: triangular patches naturally yield triangle strips and have tight bounding structures in the form of a refinable control triangulation. LeSS can convert and output such a quad in the industry standard: by rotating the domain by AE , basis conversion, and trimming the domain back from a square to a diamond shape, the four cubic patches are exactly represented as one linearly-trimmed bicubic NURBS patch. The C-language routine pcp2nurb for converting Ò Õ to a quad in NURBS form is available via netlib (see also [19] ).
Spline

Explicit formulas relating mesh and surface
The quad associated with É (c.f. Figure 1) 
Application of the matrix Å may be interpreted as a basis conversion to Bézier form. Indeed, where a node É is surrounded by exactly four quadrilateral facets, all ¼, and ÅÕ are the coefficients of the (degree-raised, cubic) Bézier representation of the quadratic box spline whose coefficients are the nodes É. Since all entries of Å are non-negative and rows sum to one, it is evident that the surface lies in the convex hull of the 9-point submesh, a fact useful for intersection testing after modifying Õ. The quads join smoothly where the facets are 2-dimensional [18] .
Mesh initialization
To get a base mesh with property È from a general mesh, we (A) insert edges in the general mesh so that no vertex with more than 4 neighbors is attached to a facet with more than 4 edges; (B) apply one mesh refinement step (see Section 3.1), and (C) apply È to the vertices of any facet with Ò vertices. Steps A and B separate large (Ò ) facets and thus guarantee that no two projections in step 2 interfere with one another. Instead of step A one could apply mesh refinement twice -but that creates unnecessarily many facets. LeSS does not refer back to the general mesh and considers it discarded after creation of the base mesh. 
Mesh and surface refinement
This section presents two refinement schemes. Both are based on local operations so that we can retain and modify fragments, contiguous pieces-with-boundary of the refined entities, to model regions with higher detail (c.f. Section 4). For better exposition, this section describes the refinements in their simpler, unlocalized form. The first scheme, mesh refinement, is similar to the DooSabin scheme [6] and creates a finer mesh Å from a coarser mesh Å ½. Mesh refinement is the basis of the hierarchy and preserves property È. The second, surface refinement, subdivides surface patches in Bézier form by de Casteljau's algorithm. The resulting collection of finer triangular cubic patches represents the same surface but at a finer scale. Surface refinement is used in Section 4.2 to complete quads on the boundary of a fragment and ensure smooth transitions across different levels of the hierarchy. Surface refinement is also an efficient way to approximately evaluate the surface for display and intersection testing [17] .
Mesh refinement
Let be a mesh facet of Å ½ with Ò vertices, Ó×´¾ Òµ, É , É and É· three consecutive vertices of (c.f. Figure 2 The new mesh again has property È: (a) and (b) are evident and (c) holds since the facets of the refined mesh are either quadrilaterals or agree with facets of the old mesh scaled by 1/2. The rule for connecting the new nodes is identical to the rule for Doo-Sabin subdivision, but differs in the location of the new nodes.
To motivate why the smooth transition between levels requires the work detailed in Section 4.2 we point out that, while surfaces defined by a mesh and its refinement via Section 2.3 (see Figure 1 (b) and (f)) may be visually indistinguishable, they are nevertheless not identical. To see this recall that the formulas of Section 2.3 applied to regular submeshes, i.e. a node surrounded by four quadrilaterals, generate quadratic quads represented in cubic form; that is, if one differentiates the patches twice, the result is constant rather than linear. The surfaces in Figures 1 (b) and (f) differ in the quads corresponding to a coarse-level facet with more or less than four neighbors. Here, the genuinely cubic coarse-level surface quads are replaced by an inner ring of cubic and an outer ring of quadratic quads, since the refined mesh has regular submeshes away from the scaled original facets.
Surface refinement
We use parts of refined surface quads in Section 4.2 to guarantee a smooth transition between different levels of the surface. We refine the triangular patches defined in Section 2.3 by splitting each edge at 1/2 (see Figure 3 ) using De Casteljau's algorithm in two variables (which is efficiently implemented by add-and-shift operations [17] ). Since the patch subdivision leaves the surface unchanged but creates Bézier control nets that model the surface more and more closely, we can also use the same routine for approximately evaluating and displaying the surface (see also Section 5.2, picking). In particular, if ¼ ½ are the mesh refinement levels of adjacent quads, then applying patch refinement ½ ¼ times to the quad associated with the coarser-level node results in a joint Bézier control net without cracks. However, in general, this is less efficient than adaptive evaluation.
Localized mesh and surface hierarchy
Since refinement and conversion of the mesh to surface quads are local operations, LeSS can retain just fragments of meshes in regions where a refined representation is wanted for later manipulation (see Section 5) . A mesh fragment is a piece of a refined mesh. Figure 1 (c,d) shows a mesh fragment overlaid on the coarser mesh. The fragment nodes are offsets of coarser-level nodes and, by recursion, ultimately of the base mesh. This section describes how the hierarchy of fragments is maintained and, at the finest-level, converted into a quilt of surface quads. To generate the quadrilateral pieces or quads that make up the surface, the localized hierarchy of mesh fragments is traversed and the mesh offsets added until a mesh node without finer-level descendents is encountered. At such a terminal node the 9-point mesh defining the quad is collected either by visiting the immediate neighbors at the same level or accessing information stored at the immediate coarser-level ancestor node.
Data structures
The data structures need to support two operations to define the surface quads associated with the terminal nodes: -accessing the neighbor nodes and -traversing the hierarchy, adding offsets (see Section 5.1). To access neighbors LeSS uses a winged-edge structure [2] . To traverse the hierarchy, each coarser-level node É is linked, by pointers that are not part of the winged-edge structure, to the finer-level nodes É´ Éµ where is a refined coarser-level facet (see Section 3.1).
(1) Connectivity within the mesh: Since the base mesh and all fragments are the result of mesh refinement, each node É has at most four neighbors É and at least two consecutive neighbors, namely É´ É µ and É´ É·µ. One or both of the neighbors É´ Éµ and É´ · Éµ may not be available because we are at the boundary of a fragment and the adjacent surface has not been refined (is associated with coarser-level nodes). If a node has all neighbors (four nodes and centroids) listed in Õ, it is an interior node, otherwise a boundary node. When a mesh (fragment) is refined, the neighbors of the corresponding coarse-level nodes are checked for descendents. If descendents exist (because the neighbor is part of a more refined fragment), immediate descendents of both coarserlevel nodes are linked so that a boundary node automatically becomes an interior node when all neighbor fragments are equally refined. 
Localized hierarchical surface representation
For each interior node of a fragment, the 9-point submesh Õ and hence the associated surface quad is easily assembled from the neighboring nodes and facets. Since boundary nodes lack neighbors, LeSS maintains and inserts additional information to assemble boundary quads (Steps 1-3 below) and guarantee a smooth transition across the border between coarse and fine. (Recall that in contrast to displacement mapping the surface is not represented as a surface offset from a coarser-level surface. Rather, coarser-level quads are replaced by a collection of finer-level quads.) Figure 4 illustrates the assembly of boundary quads for a minimal, refined surface region. The associated fragment of the refined mesh is not shown -it consists of just four boundary nodes É¼ É¿ arranged as a quadrilateral and positioned approximately at each meeting point of four small triangular patches. All four boundary nodes are descendents of a coarser-level node É ¼ that is positioned close to the intersection of the eight small triangular patches; its coarse-level neighbors are where four large triangular patches meet. Since LeSS keeps boundary nodes fixed, a minimal refined fragment is not terribly useful by itself but serves as a building block for repeated refinement.
Step 1: Even for a boundary node some entries of Õ can be collected, and those coefficients (AE in Figure 4 ) can be computed whose corresponding rows of Å have non-zero entries only where the entries of Õ are available. In Figure 4 the average Ë½ (Ë¾ after cyclical permutation) of the É and the average Õ½ (Õ¾) of É and É ·½ are available and allow computing the Bézier coefficients corresponding to rows 1 and 2 of Å (rows 3 and 4). Since, by continuity, several of the coefficients agree, only nine Bézier coefficients AE are visible -at the center of the refined surface.
Step 2: For each boundary node of the refined mesh we have already stored the coefficients (¯in Figure 4) Ð for ½ of patch (see Section 4.1, item (2)). Thus the boundary quad inherits the tangent planes of the quad associated with the coarser-level node (É ¼ in the example) along the border and the surface is as smooth as before adding the fragment offset.
Step 3: Consider now the transition between two boundary quads associated with É and a neighbor É½ respectively. We determine 
Local mesh and surface modification
This section uses the machinery developed in the previous three sections to support interactive modeling by direct manipulation.
Offsetting refined nodes
As in approximate displacement mapping [1, 9] the position of each node of a refined mesh fragment is stored as an offset Î from the default position É prescribed by the refinement process of Section 3.1. Consider consecutive vertices É ½ , É , É ·½ of a facet at the coarse level and a vector AE normal to the facet. If the facet is 2-dimensional then AE is uniquely determined up to scaling. Otherwise, we compute AE as an average of the adjacent facet normals.
Then the offset Î ¼AE · ½´É ½ É µ · ¾´É ·½ É µ 
Direct Manipulation
Parametric surfaces can be manipulated via control points, here the nodes É. Although their number in LeSS is far smaller than the number of Bézier coefficients, modeling a complex object with such hierarchically arranged control handles is tricky because the meshes obstruct the object. A more intuitive approach is to pick a point on the surface and move it and the surrounding surface directly [10, 11] . Since we display the surface patches as triangle strips resulting from iterated patch refinement, we readily obtain (from the display list and the index into the list returned by OpenGL entries of are strictly positive and Å has no negative and at least on strictly positive entry in each row, the control points Å are strictly positive and thus AE ¼. This gives an explicit algorithm and proves that to interpolate the point Ô´Ù Úµ · ¡, the associated É must be offset by ¡ AE. Figure 6 illustrates how the mesh mimics the motion of the surface.
Fillets, blends and semi-sharp creases
LeSS also includes tools to define fillets, blends and semi-sharp creases of controllable sharpness. The underlying ideas have been explained in [18] and more recently in [5] . The tools are based on varying the weight Û in the mesh refinement step 3. 
Extrusions, holes and bridges
We observe that the interior of any mesh fragment can be changed freely: we are not restricted to just modifying offsets, but can modify the connectivity of the interior mesh by any Euler operator. Provided property È is preserved, all the machinery of the previous Extrusions, holes and bridges are based on mesh connectivity changes (see Figures 7, 8 and 9) . A bridge (or a hole) is obtained by connecting two extrusions: just like two spacecraft docking a (4-faced) cylinder is placed between the "top" facets of the extrusions and then the internal facets are removed ( Figure 8 ). As the analogy would indicate when one spacecraft is part of a larger assembly, it does not matter to what refinement level the newly joined meshes belong since all operations are local (see Figure 9 ).
Thus it suffices to discuss extrusions. Extrusions can be built into the mesh (Figure 8 top) or result from local refinement: Figure 7 shows how the interior node É of a quadrilateral of the refined mesh is replaced by two nodes É and É . The two new nodes are placed subject only to the planarity condition which is satisfied if the new nodes are 
Implementation and Examples
Written in C++, LeSS uses Open Inventor for its 3D GUI. It has been ported to SGI and PC platforms. LeSS was developed as a custom modeler to test different surface representations. Presently, a quartic representation is being tested to see whether the removal of the planarity condition warrants a higher degree. With the availability of succinct higher-order smooth surface representations, ½ -Surface Splines can be replaced or complemented.
The figures were created on a SGI Indigo 2 High Impact. This machine configuration allows interactive modeling at 8 fps or better of objects consisting of 5000 patches. Figure 10 illustrates a modeling session of a complex character. 
